
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She is pretty _________; but she is lying on a mat, run over and dying.1. enough

The little boys were now large _________ to sit in any chair; so a medium
was fixed upon to satisfy all the family, and the chairs were made uniformly of
the same height.

2. enough

He is _________ noble to quarrel on such offence.3. too

It was _________ young to have struggled much.4. too

Winifred's affair was bad _________!5. enough

They looked secure _________, and were nails an inch long driven into the
mortar; but they had been successfully loosened, and only wanted a little pull
to bring them out.

6. enough

Poor Gaston is innocent _________ to think he knows the measure of my
love!
7. enough

It was not white _________ for silver-yes, it was like silver, but shone gray
rather than white, and glittered only a little.
8. enough

His mind was _________ confused for conviction about anything.9. too

The thinking of it rather took _________ long.10. too

It was made plain _________, by the dressing of the shops, that here,
too, it was Christmas-time again; but it was evening, and the streets were
lighted up.

11. enough

No detail of the job was _________ trivial for his attention.12. too

It was strange _________, the nearer I drew toward the eventful moment
of my fate, the more resolute and composed my heart became.
13. enough

The reader knows well _________ what fatal recollections and
associations had frozen up the springs of natural affection in his breast.
14. enough
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The irony of those remembered words appeared _________ great.15. too

They're quiet _________, Heaven knows.16. enough

He looked _________ self-satisfied and fat.17. too

Some people are unkind _________ to say that, behind her tears, she
conceals a worldly and ambitious soul.
18. enough

It is _________ severe and prosaic in its character.19. too

Still she was old _________ to touch some lights-and a shadow or
two-into the portraits I had drawn, which made me wish that she and not I had
been the artist who sketched the pictures.

20. enough
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